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Addressed research questions/problems

Research context and motivation
• Main aim of the Green Deal is to reach climate neutrality in Europe no later than 2050,

with intermediate commitment of reducing GHG emissions towards 55%1 in 2030

• Particularly, ¾ of GHG emissions in Europe come from the energy sector2, therefore

representing the crucial sector in order to reach the EU’s climate neutrality

• Decarbonize the energy generation side requires a shift from fossil fuel-based power

plants (especially coal) to renewable ones, especially photovoltaic and wind

• The consequent rise on renewable capacity and generation needed to reach EU’s

decarbonisation targets can represent an issue for power grids→ Both photovoltaic and

wind power plants depends on meteorological factors, causing a great oscillation on

generation within the day and the seasons

• Daily variability determines renewable overgeneration3 issues during some hours of the

day and undergeneration3 (or lack of generation) in others4; seasonal variability instead

is caused by unbalance on seasonal generation

• Additionally, they are characterised by high intermittency →can lead to frequency value

deviation from the nominal value

• Needs for flexibility options in order to guarantee the proper working of electrical grids→

Energy Storage and Conversion Systems, Demand-Side Management, Demand

Response

Adopted methodologies
• Optimization model whose objective function is to minimise the total operational costs

of the grid

• Three different scenarios are considered, differing on demand, VRES and electrical

storage installed capacity →National Trends (NT), Distributed Energy (DE) and Global

Ambition (GA)

• For each scenario three cases of PtG penetration are investigated :

➢ Complete coverage of VRES curtailment through the exploitation of PtG plant in

generation-following mode (Case 1)

➢ Full-load mode of PtG plants (Case 2)

➢ Generation-following mode with power size of PtG lower than the peak power

Future work
• Analysis of further Power-to-X pathways, such as Power-to-Methane (PtM) and Power-

to-Fuels (PtF)

• Addressing other issues related to ecological transition, apart from the economic and

technical considered

• Environmental and social aspects have to be faced →holistic approach for the

evaluation of Energy Storage and Conversion Technologies

PhD program in
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1Compared to 1990 EU’s emissions
2Considering both production and use of energy

3Compared to power demand
4Especially for photovoltaic the excess on generation appears on
midday and the drop in production during the evenings

• In this framework, Energy Storage and Conversion Technologies (ESCTs) could be

exploited in order to provide useful services and applications to the electro-energetic

system, such as:

➢ Storage of energy during period of renewable overgeneration

➢ Release1 during positive residual load

➢ As support tools for frequency and voltage regulation

• Energy Conversion Technologies, such as Power-to-Gas (PtG), are suitable both for

frequency regulation and for congestion relief

• Moreover, PtG produce a valuable energy vector (i.e., H2) whose demand is growing

• PtG has to be evaluated from a technical point of view, considering the potential both in

terms of congestion management as well as for satisfying future H2 demand

Within this context, the PhD work focused on:

• Identifying the PtG potential for congestion relief in the national transmission grid

• Identifying the PtG potential for covering the future demand of hydrogen

Novel contributions
• Proposal of congestion management strategies for dealing with future VRES

overgeneration, based on the exploitation of PtG

• Identification of production and satisfied demand of hydrogen based on future

projections and the exploitation of an optimisation model

• Evaluation of best management strategies for PtG in order to reduce VRES curtailment

and increase the demand coverage at 2040

    

    

    

   

    

    

    

Results

Scenario VRES 
Curtailment 
(TWh) 

Case  PtG Installed 
(GW) 

Residual 
curtailment 
(TWh) 

% residual 
curtailment 

H2 produced 
(kt/year) 

% H2 produced 
wrt demand 
2040 

National 
Trend 

(NT) 

10.9 

Case 1 22.1 0 0 246.8 9 

Case 2 4.1 3.6 33 804.8 29.4 

Case 3 4.1 5.2 47.7 128.7 4.7 

Distributed 
Energy 

(DE) 

6.1 

Case 1 17.7 0 0 136.9 5 

Case 2 4.3 2.5 41 735 26.9 

Case 3 4.3 2.7 44.3 75.7 2.8 

Global 
Ambition 
(GA) 

12.9 

Case 1 24.5 0 0 291.7 10.7 

Case 2 7.3 3.8 29.5 1442.6 52.8 

Case 3 7.3 5.3 41.1 171.3 6.3 

 

• Exploitation of PtG plants allows to

absorb VRES overgeneration that

otherwise would be curtailed

• Global Ambition scenario allows, in all

the cases considered, a higher H2

production and demand coverage

compared to the other scenarios

• In the full-load mode (Case 2) of Global

Ambition scenario, PtG is able to cover

approximately one-half of forecasted

demand of H2 at 2040
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